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1. Introduction: Poster and brochure as expressions of PROSO’s visual
identity
It is one of PROSO’s main objectives to continuously disseminate and communicate project related
information to the project’s different target groups. For this aim a visual identity for the project has
been developed (see also Deliverable 7.1 “Communication and Dissemination Plan”). Having a strong
and clear visual identity is important in allowing direct recognition of a project within different media
such as the worldwide web, policy briefs, newsletters, social medial channels, scientific publications
etc.. It also plays an important role in positioning PROSO within those research communities that are
concerned with science with and for society and with RRI. It is particularly important for exposing the
project to a broad audience which goes beyond these research communities and also includes nonresearch actors.
The PROSO visual identity is based mainly on an appealing and meaningful logo and defined colour
standards.
This deliverable presents the poster and brochure that have been developed for presenting PROSO’s
objectives and basic research design to a broad audience. The project logo, colour standards (using
grey, orange and black colours), formatting standards (such as double arrows used as bullet points)
are important elements of both, poster and brochure.

2. PROSO logo
The development of logo, poster and brochure was subcontracted to the design provider Nehemedia.
Nehemedia offered the best value for money of three offers that were invited by DIALOGIK.
The designers first developed the logo:
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These are the ideas behind the logo:


PROSO stands for Promoting Societal Engagement in Research and Innovation (R&I).



The vertical line between PRO and SO marks the barriers of engaging society in R&I, which
the project aims to lower.



The two speech bubbles at the top mark the objectives of overcoming the barriers and
achieving exchanges on R&I among various actors.

3. PROSO poster
After the logo, the PROSO poster was developed (see Annex I). The poster informs about:


The core ideas of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)



The main goals of PROSO



The basic research design of PROSO



The main outcome of PROSO



The PROSO partners



The program (Horizon 2020) under which the project is funded.

4. PROSO brochure
The brochure deals with the same basic project aspects as the poster, but provides more information
on these different aspects (see Annex II). In particular, it provides a better idea about the questions
that PROSO is concerned with and the instruments it will use to study these questions.

5. Dissemination of poster and brochure
Both poster and brochure are written in a language which shall be accessible and appealing also to
non-research actors.
Poster and brochure will be disseminated through the project’s website (made available as
downloads), targeted mailing as well as during project workshops and conferences, the national
citizen panels, and other multiplier events relevant to the topics dealt with under PROSO.
It is envisaged to produce a second version of the brochure with information on the R&I issues and
cases that PROSO will use for researching into engagement barriers and incentives once these have
been selected in the context of the work of work packages 2, 3, and 4 and provided that the costs for
a second version of the brochure are within the limit of the intended budget (this second version is
not part of the Description of Action).
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6. Annex I: PROSO poster
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7. Annex II: PROSO brochure – Outer pages – Inner pages
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